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ABSTRACT

Computer model calculations are presented for enrichments of carbon, oxygen, and sulfur

isotopes by two-step, IR/UV, laser photodiss_iation of OCS in rare gas liquid solutions. The

model calculataons are based on previously measured fundamental physical properties, including

" spectroscopic parameters of the IR absorption bands of OCS in cryogenic solution, UV

photodissociation cross sections for specific vibrational levels of OCS, and rates for vibrational

relaxation of OCS by cryogenic solvents' Results are presented for both pulsed and continuous

wave laser sources. Photodissociation through both the 2v2 and v t intermediate vibrational levels

of OCS is investigated. The laser characteristics required to obtain optimum enrichments are

determined by modeling the dependence of enrichment on laser wavelength and intensity, as well

as pulse width and timing for pulsed sources. Optimum carbon and oxygen isotope enrichment

factors of 9-14 are found for two-step photodissociation through the OCS(2v2) vibrational level,

using pulsed CO2 and KrF excimer laser sources. Optimum sulfur isotope enrichment factors

of 5-6 are found for photodissociation through the OCS(vl) level, using a pulsed 12/zm laser
and a KrF excimer laser. The enrichments found for continuous wave laser sources are smallerlJ

_l than those for pulsed sources.
J
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I. INTRODUCTION

. During the past several years, an experimental and computer modeling program in our

labo: atory has investigated the separation of stable isotopes by two-step laser photodissociation

of CCS and other small molecules. The two-step enrichment method utilizes isotopically

. " selective vibrational excitation of a molecule by an infrared laser, followed by ultraviolet laser

photq)dissociation and chemical scavenging of the photofragments. Isotope enrichment in the

phot_ffragments occurs because of the large increase in the bound-continuous photodissociation

cross section upon vibrational excitation. The program has experimentally demonstrated

enrichments of carbon, oxygen and sulfur isotopes by two-step photodissociation of OCS. The

experimental studies have considered isotope enrichment in the room temperature gas phase, 13

low ;temperature gas phase, 4 and in cryogenic liquid _solutions. 5,6 The program has also

investigated the fundamental physical processes of the two-step enrichment method. OfJ
particular relevance to the present work are measurements of t'_le spectra and vibrational

i relaxation rates of OCS dissolved in cryogenic liquids 5,6and measurements of photodissociation1

cross sections of specific, excited vibrational states of OCS. 3

Two-step photodissociation of OCS in cryogenic solutions is a potentially efficient method

" of isotope separation because of the nature of the vibrational absorption bands of OCS in

cryogenic solution, the relatively high solubility of OCS, and the simplicity of chemical

, scavenging of photogenerated sulfur atoms. Our previous studies have experimentally

demonstrated oxygen isotope enrichment factors of 3-4 in rare gas liquid solutions; 5 however,

the enrichments fall short of what should be expected on the basis of measured photodissociation

cross sections. The limiting factor in previous work was vibrational relaxation of OCS by the

cryogenic solvent during the IR laser pumping process and the delay between IR and UV

irradiation. Measurements of vibrational relaxation rates show that the relaxation processes

occur on time scales of tens to hundr_s of nanoseconds (ns),6 which are considerably shorter

than the duration and jitter of the IR laser pulses currently available in our laboratory. The

characteristics of these laser systems should not, however, be considered a fundamental

limitation on the two-step enrichment process. Superior, short pulse, high power lasers are

commercially available now. In addition, future developments in technology will produce k

electrically efficient, high power, wavelength tunable, infrared lasers, which will be ideally

suited to the two-step enrichment method.

The fundamental photophysical information developed during the previous experimental

" studies provides a basis for modeling the enrichments that can be achieved with different laser

sources. Experimental measurements of infrared spectral parameters in cryogenic solution,

. vibrationally state specific photodissociation cross sections, and vibrational relaxation rates in

solution allow essentially ab initio modeling of two-step enrichment factors for arbitrary laser



characteristics. Some experimental studies of isotope enrichment conducted with less than ideal

laser sources also provide points of comparison with computer modeled results.

This document reports a computer rnodeling study of carbon, oxygen, and sulfur isotope

enrichment by two-step laser photodissociation of OCS in liquid Ar, Kr, and Xe. The study

considers primarily pulsed IR and UV laser sources, although some discussion of continuous

wave (cw) sources is included. The characteristics of the lasers (i.e., pulse duration, intensity,

timing, etc.) are allowed to vary over wide ranges with the intent of defining the values

necessary to achieve optimum isoto_ enrichment. Under favorable laser excitation conditions,

the enrichments expected for each of the different rare isoto_s of O, C, and S are investigated.

This study deals exclusively with vibrational pumping of OCS in the 2v2 and v1absorption bands

since the required UV photodissociation cross sections and vibrational relaxation rates are known

for these levels and levels of lower energy that would be populated by vibrational relaxation.

'3
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II. KINETIC MODEL

. The kinetic model for the isotopically selective, two-step, laser photodissociation of OCS

is summarized schematically in Fig. 1. OCS molecules are vibrationally excited with isotopic

selectivity by an infrared laser in either the 2v2 vibrational band centered at a wavelength of

-9.6 /_m, or in the vt band centered at ---11.6/zm. For excitation in the 2v2 band, the

modeling calculations are done for excitation by P-branch emission lines of the CO 2 laser, which

}
I

UV i
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m

Figure 1. Isotopically Selective, Two-Step Photodissociation of OCS.

span the wavelength region of interest. For excitation in the _1band, calculations are generally
t

done as a function of emission wavelength for a hypothetical, tunable "12/zm laser". Some

calculations are also done for specific emission lioes of a real NH3 molecular laser, which emits

in the region of the OCS(,I) absorption band. Following vibrational excitation, the OCS

molecules are irradiated and photodissociated by an ultraviolet, KrF excimer laser at a

wavelength of 249 nm. The UV photodissociation cross section of OCS increases significantly

with vibrational excitation, resulting in isotopic enrichment in the photodissociation products.

It is assumed (and verified by experiment 5) that the isotopic selectivity achieved by the two-step

photodissociation process can be completely maintained during subsequent chemical scavenging

of the CO and S atom products. Sulfur atoms are recombined to form solid sulfur particulate

in rare gas liquid solutions, or are converted to SO9 in solutions containing dissolved oxygen at
o

levels of .--1%. A critical factor during the two-step photodissociation process is the vibrational

relaxation of the IR laser-pumped OCS molecules by the cryogenic solvent. In these modeling

- calculations OCS concentrations of - 1 part per million (ppm) are assumed so that vibrational

relaxation of OCS by itself, or transfer of vibrational excitation among different isotopomers of



OCS, can generally be neglected even if it occurs with unit collision efficiency. Since energy

transfer among OCS isotopomers is negligible, it is possible to treat the photodissociation of each

isotopomer separately, using the appropriate, isotopically dependent, lR photoabsoKption cross
sections.

The infrared spectra of OCS dissolved in cryogenic rare gas liquids have been

investigated in detail in our laboratory. 5,6 A vibrational absorption band, which consists Of

50-60 significant rotational lines in the gas phase, is collapsed to a single, intense :feature in

cryogenic solution. The cryogenic bands are Lorentzian in shape and are presumably

homogeneously broadened. The lR absorption cross section at wavenumber _ is given by Eq.

(t),

%(_) _ s v (1)
- 2+v2

where S is the integrated band strength, _o is the band center, and 7 is the band half-width at

kalf-maximum (hwhm). The relevant spectroscopic parameters for the Z6OI2C32Sisotopomer

are reproduced in Table 1. The band centers of other isotopomers xOYCZS are generally

calculated from Eq. (2), using the well known gas phase band centers cfflthe isotopomers,
I _ , ,,b

q ,

,, _!1

,!

_o(XoYcZs),_a = _°(16012C32S)t_a _o(xoYcZs),_, (2)
_0(16012C32S)g_

The isotopomer band centers calculated from Eq. (2) are in excellent agreement with band

centers measured in liquid Ar solution. 5 For the 17012C32S isotopomer, the gas phase band

centers are not known; however, the band centers in liquid Ar have been measured, 5 and the

band centers in liquid Kr and Xe are derived from the relationship implicit in Eq. (2). It is

assumed that the band half-widths are the same tor the different isotopomers. An expected small

dependence of band strength on the different vibrational masses of the isotopomers is neglected.

'The stimulated emission cross section tr.m for the reverse of the lR absorption process is taken

to be equal to the absorption cross section multiplied by the ratio of the vibrational degeneracy

of the lower level of the transition to the degeneracy of the upper level (i.e., Cr.m=_rm

Thus, it is assumed that relaxation among the different vibrational angular momentum sublevels
tV O' ltof a de_,enerate vibrational level is extremely rapid.

The UV photodissociation cross section of OCS is a strong function of vibrational level.

The relative photodissociation cross sections at the KrF excimer laser wavelength of 249 nm

have been measured experimentally 3 in the gas phase for the relevant vibrational levels of OCS

and are reproduced in Table 2. It is assumed that the relative cross sections are essentially the

same in cryogenic liquid solutior_. In these modeling calculations, the UV laser fluence (i.e.,

ii 4I..... "IIlII'_II_IN_IP lr,,' I,I .... ,1, ,, li _lll rllll" ....



Table 1. leO12032S Band Centers, Half-Widths, and

., Strengths in Cryogenic Solutions. a'b

upper vibrational level _

. (0110) (10°0) (0200)

%, cm"1
Ar(I) 519.77 858.93 1045.42

Kr(I) 518.73 858.42 1043.42

Xe(I) 517.18 857.69 1040.40

02(I) 520.01 859.14 1045.88
gas d 520.42 858.97 1047.04

y, cm'l
Ar(I) 0.34 0.65 0.71

Kr(i) 0.40 0.80 0.82

Xe(I) 0.63 1.14 1.32

O2(I) 0.36 0.67 0.76

e

S,e 1019 cm/molecule

Ar(I) 7.0 12.0 4.8

Kr(I) 7.0 12.0 4
i

Xe(I) 6.7 10.5 4.6

O2(I) 7.5 12.6 4.9

gasd 4.8 14.7 4.8

a Data for cryogenic solutions are from Refs. 5 and 6.
b Temperatures of Ar, Kr, Xe and 02 solutions are 84.4,
116.8, 162.0 and 78.6 K, respectively.
c Lower vibrational level is (00°0).
d Literature citations for the OCS gas phase band centers
and strengths are compiled in Ref 5.
e Band strengths are corrected to 100% 18012C32S.

time-integrated intensity) is generally taken to be much smaller than the fluence requirext to
saturate the photodissociation from any of the vibrational levels. In some cases the effect of

. increasing the UV fluence to the saturation level is investigated. In modeling actual

experimental results, the tree experimental UV laser fluences are used. The modeling

calculations are restricted to a UV wavelength of 249 nm since the photodissociation cross

" sections from specific, vibrationally excited levels of OCS have not been measured at other

wavelengths. The ratio of the photodissociation cross section for a particular excited vibrational

5



Table 2. Relative 249 nm Photodissociation Cross
Sections of Vibrational Levels of OCS. a

o

i G.UV,IIO.uv,ob

v2 6.2 + "1.9

v1 11.0 ± 3,4

2v 2 20.,5 ± 4.6

ml

a From Ref. 3.
b CROSS sections are relative to the cross section of
the .ground vibrational level, which is taken to be

Guv,O 5.70 x 10 21 cm2/molecule. See Ref. 3.

level to the cross section for the ground level is in theory a strong function of UV wavelength,

becoming larger with increasing wavelength as the energy threshold for the photodissociation

process is approached. At longer UV wavelengths, larger enrichment factors and somewhat

smaller product yields per laser shot would generally be expected.

A critical factor in determining the isotope enrichment achieved by the two-step

photodissociation process is the effect of vibrational relaxation of the IR laser-pumped OCS

molecules. The relaxation processes relevant to tile present modeling study are summarized in

Eqs. (3)-(5),

k2P2a'M --OCSO,I) + M + 186 cm "1 (3a)

k2v2,M / k2J'2b,M
OCS(2J, 2) + M---- ' * 0CS0,2),t- M + 526 cna"! (3b)

L _ OCS(O) + M + 1045 cm "1 (3c)
k2P2c, M

kJ,la, M

k_,l, M _// - OCS(=,2) + M + 339 on "1 (4a)
OCS(t,1) + M \ k='lb'M . • OCS(O) + M + 859 cm "1 (4b)

OCS(p 2) + M- -OCS(O) + M + 520 cm "l (5)

m

where the exothermicities are given for 16012C325 in liquid Ar. The total relaxation rate

constants kul,M and ku2,M have been measured experimentally in our laboratory 6 for various

ii 6



cryogenic solvents M, and a lower limit has been placed on k2v2, M. The experimental results
a_re reproduced in Table 3 along with a theoretical estimate of k2v2, M, which is described

. below. The branching ratios for the multiple paths possible in the relaxation of the 2v2 and v1
levels are nOt known. Theory predicts a strong negative dependence of relaxation probability

on exothermicity. The dependence becomes very strong as the exothermicities become larger

" thart kT, where T is the temperature of the sample. For the cryogenic conditions of the previous

Table 3. OCS Vibrational Relaxation Times in Cryogenic Solutions,

b
vibr solvent T Tj,M ki,M a PIBC,hs
level

i M (K) (ns) 110"16 cm3/s)

2v2 e Ar 84.4 9 52 8.5 x 10 .8
Kr 116,8 17 34 6.0 x 10 .6

Xe 162.0 6 120 1.2 x 10S

02 84.4 - -

vi d Ar 84,4 145 +35.4o 3.3 +1.2.o.7 5.3 +2.o.1.1 x 10 .7

, Kr 116.8 235 +.656° 24 +1.o 4,3 +1.7 x 10.7' - 0,5 - 0.8

Xa 162.0 250 +15o 2 8 +1.6 2.9 + 0 .7- , -1.1 x 1
O2a 84.4 22 +-_.- 21. +9..e. 2.6 +1.1.o.7 x 10e

v2 d Ar 84.4 355 +35 1.33 +0,13 2.2 ±0,2 x 10 .7

Kr 11 6.8 660 ± 60 0.87 ± 0.08 1.6 ± 0.2 x 10 .7

Xe 162.0 625 ±75 1.10 ±0.13 1.2 +0.1 x 10 .7

O2O 84.4 53 ±9 8.6 ±1.5 1.1 ±0.2 x 10 .6

a ki,M = 1/r i MNM, where NM is the solvent density calculated to be 2.12,
1.75, 1.45 and 2.20 x 102;[/cm 3 for liquid Ar, Kr, Xe and 02, respectively, at
the stated temperatures.

b PIBC,hs= ki,MNM/Khs,M, where Khs,M iS the hard sphere collision rate
calculated to be 1.31, 0.98, 1.36 and 1.78x 1013 s"1 for OCS dilute in liquid
Ar, Kr, Xe and 02, respectively, at the stated temperatures.
c Relaxation rate constants for 2v 2 level are estimated from isolated binary
collision theory and experimental room temperature, gas phase data from Ref.

• 7. Details of the estimate appear in Table 4. An upper limit of 70 ns was
determined experimentally for r,, ,, in Ref. 6 for ali four cryogenic solvents.-IV ,i
d Experimental relaxation rate con_ants for v 1 and v2 levels are from Ref. 6.
e Measured in O2/Ar liquid mixtures and extrapolated to 100% O_.(I).

ii 7



rate constant measurements and the present modeling study, it is reasonable to assume that a

total relaxation rate constant is essentially equal to the rate constant for the path of least

exothermicity, and that other relaxation paths are negligible by comparison. Therefore, the

assumptions used in this modeling study are k2u2a,M=k2J,2,M, kula,M=kul,M, and

k2u2b,M=k2v2c,M=k_,lb,M=0. In discussing the modeling study, it is often convenient to
consider a relaxation rate, which is equal to the product of a rate constant and a solvent number

density (i.e., Ki,M=ki,MNM) , or a relaxation time, which is the reciprocal of a relaxation rate

(i.e., ri,M=l/Ki,M). Even at cryogenic temperatures, it is necessary to include the reverse

endothermic relaxation processes in the kinetic model (Fig. 1). The reverse rates K.i,M are
obtained from the forward rates by detailed balance.

Since only lower limits on the rate constants for relaxation of the OCS(2_,2) vibrational

level have been determined experimentally, a theoretical extrapolation procedure has been used

to estimate the cryogenic rate constants from experimentally measured, 7 room temperature, gas

phase data. The extrapolation is based on the isolated binary collision theory of liquid phase

encounters and on vibrational energy transfer theory. The approach has been described in detail

and applied to OCS and 0 3 in cryogenic solutions in a prewious paper. 6 The extrapolation

determines the ratio of the relaxation rate constant in the liquid phase at temperature Tliq to the

rate constant in the room temperature gas phase at temperature qgas from Eq. (6),

kt_(_) g_(o) Tt_ <Pg'_(Tt_)> (6)

where a and e are Lennard-Jones intermolecular potential parameters for the OCS/solvent

collision, and < Pgas(T) > is a relaxation probability per collision calculated from energy transfer

theory for gas phase encounters at temperature T. The term ghs(tr) is a hard sphere, radial pair

distribution function and is roughly the factor by which binary collision rate constants are

increased in the liquid phase relative to the low pressure gas phase because of the finite volumes

of atoms and molecules. The ratio of gas phase relaxation probabilities in the final term of F_.

(6) was c;dculated for the process in Eq_ (3a), using first order distorted wave theory for an

exponenti;flly repulsive potential and also for a Morse intermolecular potential. Both me, el

potentials were derived from the same Lennard-Jones potential parameters for OCS/solvent

collisions. The results of the extrapoiation procedure are summarized in Table 4. The

extrapolated rate constants are equivalent to relaxation times of 9, 17, and 6 ns for relaxation

of OCS(2_2) by liquid Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively. The uncertainties in the experimentally

measured gas phase rate constants used in the extrapolation and the approximate nature of' the

theoretical extrapolation procedure do not support a confidence level of better than a factor of

2 in the estimated relaxation rate constants for OCS(2uz). In order to minimize complexity, a

21,2 relaxation time of 10 ns has been used in ali modeling calculations for ali solvents, unless

-



Table 4. Estimated OCS(2v 2) Relaxation Rate Constants in Cryogenic Solutions.
q

M kgas(Tgas ) e ghe(G ) < pgas(Tllq) > / <pgas(Tgas ) > b kflq(Tiiq ) o

• (cm3/s) EXP REP d MORSE • (cm3/s)

Ar 2.8 +0.9 x 10"14 5,02 0.18 0,08 5.2 x 10"15

Kr 1,5 ±0.3 x 10 '14 4,46 0.23 0.11 3.4 x 10"15

Xe 2.2 +0.3 x 1014 6,19 0,33 0.21 1,2 x 1014

a Measured in the gas phase at Tgas = 30OK. From Ref. 7.
b Calculated from energy transfer theory for gas phase binary collisions. See Ref.
6.

o Calculated from Eq. (6), using the average of the two theoretical values for

< Pgas(Tliq) >/< Pgas(Tgas) >.
d Calculated for an exponentially repulsive intermolecular potential.
e Calculated for a Morse intermolecular potential.

!
=

otherwise noted.

For IR laser excitation in the 0--_2v2 vibrational band, the kinetic equations that describe

the populations in the four relevant vibrational levels of a particular isotopomer of OCS during

the two-step photodissociation process are summarized by the matrix equation,

',%' ,,,,,=,, K_=,, o z,,,o,,, ,=,:

vi_2 0 K, i -K, - K..v I-Iuvo uv.,,2 K_,, %2

, rio, lzao.zR 0 Kv= -K_v=-I/son_-Irn,Ouv.o no

(7)

An analogous equation with the appropriate lR absorption terms applies to pumping in the 0---_v1

band. The variable ni is the number density of molecules of the particular isotopomer in

" vibrational level i. The terms Im and Itrv are, respectively, the time dependent infrared and

ultraviolet laser intensities expressed in photons/cm2/sec. The IR absorption/emission cross

• sections are specific to the particular isotopomer under consideration. The four coupled

differential equations implied by Eq. (7) are integrated numerically through the laser irradiation

9I "'III q' I' ' _Irl!I, _r" II' Irl, I'U ' ,, ,, .,,,, ,r,, ,i ..... 111'"" 'aq mI,, ' n'mll'rpl'r ,l,ri, .... ll,p,,l,,rll ,,l,ff, ,i_ ,i,' _q#Fm,,,, _q11,111,i11,.,,q11' 'II"'rlll 'lr_ fill, "' rf,lr l_n
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process starting with the initial vibmtion_ populations at thermodynamic equilibrium. For the

case of cw laser irradiation, Eq. (7) can also be solved analytically by matrix inversion methods.

Since energy transfer between different isotopomers can be made negligible at small OCS
D

concentrations, Eq. (7) is solved separately for each OCS isotopomer. The initial sample

consists of the most abundant isotopomer 16012C32S (93.72%) and the singly substituted

isotopomers, 17012C32S (0.04 %), 18012C32S (0.19 %), 16013C32S (1.05 %), 16012C33S (0.75 %),

and 16012C348 (4.16%) at the natural abundances noted in parentheses. The remaining

isotopomers (0.09%), which involve the very rare 365 isotope and multiply-substituted

isotopomers, are ignored. After ,+heconclusion of the UV laser pulse, the surviving populations

in the four vibrational levels of a particular isotopomer are summed and compared with the

original total population of the isotopomer to determine the amount of photodissociation. The

abundance of a particular aiomic isotope in the photodissociation products is then obtained by

summing the photodissociated number density over ali isotopomers that contain the atomic

isotope.

The results of the modeling calculations are generally expressed as isotope enrichment

factors. The ent'ichment of atomic isotope x with respect to isotope y in the photodissociation

products is defined by Eq. (8),

,t

%) _ ([x]/ Lr] (8)
( Ix] / [y] )o,_g_,,a

I,

where "product" indicates isotopic abundance in the photodissociation products and "original"

indicates isotopic abundance in the original OCS prior to any photodissociation. The enrichment

factors modeled in this study are the result of a single IR/UV laser shot, indicated in Eq. (8) by

the superscript zero. In those cases where modeled enrichments are compared with experimental

results, the experimental enrichment factors, which are typically the result of many laser shots,

are corrected to single-shot enrichments by a straightforward procedure, s

!0
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m. COMPUTER MODELED ISOTOPE ENRICHMENTS

A. PULSED LASERS
q

I. Excitation in the OCS(2v 2) Band
o

For most of the modeling calculations for pulsed lasers in this study, the laser intensities

are assumed to be Gaussian in time dependence and are described by F.q. (9),

ItR(t) = FxR 0n2)"i exp[-ln2 (t/yis): ]
_,,t Yn¢

Fur (In2) '_ (9)
x (t)= cxp[-In2 / ]

_'/' "/uv

for t _ -oo

where Fm ,and Fuv are, respectively, the infrared and ultraviolet laser fluences in photons/cre 2,

. Ym and 7crv are the pulse half-widths at half-maximum, and cStwuv is the delay between the

maxima in the IR and UV intensities. The laser parameters are illustratr_d schematically in Fig.

2. Variations from the general functional form in the case of s_cific experimental laser

" sources, or cw lasers, are noted as necessary.

The laser parameters are varied over wide ranges to investigate the effects of laser

tuning, vibrational relaxation, absorption saturation, and other factors on isotope enrichments.

6 In/tN
F__ t I - 0.__

.... , , !'_',, _""*
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/ \ l

,_ I • \ t ',

/ --t \ ' I !

/ \ I ',
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// "._./ ',

Time

lR Latter UV Laser [
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Figure 2. Pulsed Laser Parameters.
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In many cases, nominal values of 0.75 J/cm 2 and 0.2 J/cm 2 are used for the IR and UV laser

fluences, respectively. The nominal IR laser fluence corresponds to approximately 4-8 times

the fluence necessary to saturate the absorption at the center of the 2v2 vibrational band (i.e., t-

-_r,y/S photons/cm2). The nominal UV fluence: is a factor of 35 smaller than the fluence

necessary to saturate photodissociation out of the vibrational level with the largest UV cross

section (i.e., - 1/aUV 2v- ph°t°ns/cm2) ' Thus, parametric studies with the nominal lR and' 2
UV laser fluences investigate enrichments for the case where the isotopically selective IR

absorption process is pumped hard to achieve high selectivity, and the UV photodissociation

process is p_lmped weakly in order to non-intrusiw:'.ly sample the lR-induced isotopic selectivity.

In many cases, nominal laser pulse full-widths and an IR/UV delay of 1 ns are used. A

characteristic two-step photodissociation time of I ns is an order of magnitude shorter than the

fastest vibrational relaxation time in the system (i.e., r2v.. M)' Thus, parametric studies with
the nominal laser pulse widths and delay investigate enrichment essentially in the absence of
vibrational relaxation.

The isotope enrichment factors calculated in liquid Ar solution with different CO 2 laser

excitation lines are shown in Fig. 3 for nominal laser fluences, pulse widths, and delay. In Fig.

3 and subsequent figures, the legend notation "x/y" indicates the enrichment of atomic isotope

x with respect to atomic isotope y (e.g., "18/16" indicates the oxygen isotope enrichment factor

/_16°(18)). Ali modeled enrichments are for a single laser shot. For the laser conditions of Fig.

16
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Figure 3. I2!ependence of Ennchment in Liquid Ar on CO 2 Laser Line. FIR=0 75 J/cm2;
J/cre , _ 2 _5 1Fur=0. 2 , 2. ,_I 3'lR = "YUV-" IR/UV-- ns.
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3, the effects of vibrational relaxation are negligible. The theoretical maximum enrichment

factor for the two-level system involving only the optically connected 2v2 and ground vibrational

levels with perfectly resolved isotopic bands and no vibrational relaxation is given by F-xi. (10),

- dlv2 auv'2v= 1/ + 1 (10). 13y°(x)mu a2__ + do o oy,o /

where d i is the vibrational degeneracy of level i, and auv,i is the photodissociation cross section.
The enrichment of '3C with respect to 12C is close to the theoretical maximum of -15.6

calculated from Eq. (10). The large enrichment factor is realized because of the large isotope

shift in the 2u2 absorption band center relative to the bandwidth upon 13C isotopic substitution.

Smaller enrichments are found for oxygen isotopes due to smaller isotopic shifts and

consequently greater overlapping of the IR absorption bands. Sulfur enrichments are very small

because of the very small shifts in the 21,2 band center upon sulfur isotopic substitution. Figtlres

4 and 5 show analogous results for liquid Kt' and Xe solutions, respectively.

16
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" Figure 4. Dependence of Enrichment in Liquid Kr on CO 2 Laser Line. Laser parameters given
in Fig. 3.
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Figure 5. Dependence of Enrichment in Liquid Xe on t202 Laser Line. Laser parameters given
in Fig. 3.

The effect of vibrational relaxation of OCS during the IR laser pumping process and

during the delay between IR and UV lasers is illustrated in Fig. 6. The isotope enrichment

factor is shown as a function of a characteristic two-step photodissociation time, which is the

value taken identically for the laser pulse full-widths, 2,,/m and 2yuv, and the IR/UV delay,

tStwuv. A decrease in the enrichment factor occurs on the time scale of several nanoseconds due

to relaxation of the 2v2 vibrational level and on the time scale of hundreds of nanoseconds due

to relaxation of the v1 and _'2 levels. In order to obtain optimum enrichment factors, a

photodissociation time scale of 1 to 10 ns is necessary.

The effect of IR laser fluence (i.e., pulse energy per cm2) on the isotope e_lrichment

factors is shown in Fig. 7. Enrichment factors are optimum where IR absorption b3,the selected

OCS isotopomer is saturated by lR fluences of a few tenths of a Joule per cm 2. The

enrichments decrease with higher fluences as unselected isotopomers are pumped in the wings

of their absorption bands. The optimum IR laser fluence depends on band spacing and on the

mismatch of the laser frequency and the selected isotopomer band center; however, the typical

optimum value is approximately 0.2-0.6 J/cre 2. The enrichment of the "middle" isotope 170 is

particularly sensitive to IR laser fluence because of overlap of the 170 absorption band with the

wings of the 160 and 180 bands.

The effect of UV laser fluence on single-shot enrichment factors is illustrated in Fig. 8.

The oxygen isotope enrichment factors, /316°(18) and _16°(17), are shown along with the

dissociatext fraction of isotopomers containing 180 and 170. The decrease in enrichment with

14
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Figure 6. Dependence of Enrichment on Laser Pulse Widths and Delay. Fh_=0.75 J/cre 2,
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Figure 7. Dependence of Enrichment on CO 2 Laser Fluence. Fuv=0.2 J/cm2;
27iR=2'I,Uv=cSIR/UV= 1 ns.

increasing UV laser fluence is due to saturation of the photodissociation out of vibrationally

, excited levels. In order to achieve optimum enrichments and photodissociation yields of several

percent of the selected isotopomer per laser shot, UV laser fluences of several tenths of a Joule

15
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Figure 8, Dependence of Enrichment on UV Laser Fluence. Fm=0.75 J/cre2;
27IR=23'UV=tSIR/UV= 1 ns; P(34)laser line.

per cm 2 are optimum for the vibrational levels and UV wavelength considered here.

Experimental laboratory measurements 5 of two-step enrichments of oxygen isotopes in

liquid Ar have been made using a "spike and tail" CO 2 infrared laser source with an overall

pulse width substantially longer than the computer modeled optimum value. The experimental

CO2 P(32) laser pulse consisted of an initial, - 100 ns fwhm spike containing most of the pulse

energy and a tail with an exponential decay time of - 1/_s. The intensity of the CO2 laser was

described approximately by Eq. (11),

[,+ [,+)57 (t + exp l:_,pt_li& _a,(t) = Fm, ,_a. -- x_i_) exp - l:wt_ + __ ,
_.w_ _ _u _ (11)

for t > -r..,r__

where "rspike=45 ns, 'trail= 1 /zs, and Fm, exptl.=0.76 J/cm 2, The 249 nm, KrF excimer, UV
laser used in the experiments was close to optimum with an intensity profile described by the

expression for Iuv(t) in Eq. (9) with Fuv=0.24 J/om 2 and 3,uv=4 ns. The duration and jitter

of the CO9 laser did not allow experiments with IR/UV delay times less than -300 ns. A

comparison of the experimental results with computer modeled enrichment factors has been

discussed elsewhere 5 and is shown in part in Fig. 9. The experimentally measured enrichment

factors were the result of many laser shots and have been corrected in Fig. 9 to sing_e-sllot

16
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enrichments, s

- 2. Excitation in the OCS(v]) Band

The v1 vibrational mode of OCS is predominantly a sulfur stretching motion and exhibits

substantial isotope shifts upon sulfur isotopic substitution. A laboratory study of two-step

photodissociation of room temperature, gas phase OCS through the v1 vibrational level has

determined the 249 nm photodissociation cross section of OCS(vl) and has demonstrated sulfur

isotope enrichments. 3 No two-step photodissociation experiments through the v1 level have been

done in cryogenic liquid solution. With the fundamental spectroscopic and vibrational relaxation

data collected for cryogenically dissolved OCS, it is possible to computer model the isotope

enrichments expected for two-step photodissociation through the v1 vibrational level in cryogenic
solutions.

The kinetic equations that describe two-step photodissociation through the v1 vibrational

level are identical to those for photodissociation through the 2v2 level (i.e., Eq. (7)) with the

, . exception that the lR absorption terms connect the ground vibrational level with the v1 level

instead of 2v2. Model calculations are done first for a hypothetical, tunable, short pulse, 12/zm

laser source in order to determine the optimum conditions for isotope enrichment and the

" dependence on laser parameters. IR and UV laser intensities are described by Eq. (9), Figures

) 10 through 12 show isotope enrichment factors calculated for two-step photodissoeiation in Ar,

i
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Figure 10. Dependence of Enrichment in Liquid Ar on 12 _m Laser Frequency. F_=0.15
J/cre2; Fur=0.2 J/cre2; 27iR=2"Yr.Jv=_n_trv=l ns.
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Figure tr. Del_mdence of Enrichment in I,iquid Kr on 12 _m Laser Frequency. Laser
p_meters given in Fig. 10.

9

Kt'.and Xe solutions with the nominal laser fluences, FIR=0.15 J/cm 2 and Ftrv =0.2 J/cm a, and

the nominal laser _me characteristics, 2,ym=2yuv=Snvuv=l ns. As in the case of the 2v2

•modeling calculations, the nominal laser characteristics are chosen to ensure saturation of the
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Figure 12. Dependence of Enrichment in Liquid Xe on 12 /zm Laser Frequency. Laser
parameters given in Fig+ 10.

IR absorption step at band center, unsaturated UV photodissociation from all vibrational levels,

and a time scale for the photodissociation process that is fast relative to vibrational relaxation.

. 'The isotopic band center shift for the .ut mode is largest (-21 cm "1) for t80 isotopic
substitution. The maximum enrichrn_e.ntfactor for t80 is close to the theoretical maximum of

6.0, calculated from an expression fo_ ptaotodissociation through the J'l level that is analogous

to Eq. (10). Enrichments of other isotopes are smaller because of smaller isotope shifts and

consequently less than perfect isotopic resolution of the IR absorption bands.

The effect of vibrational relaxation on enrichment factors :is illustrated in Fig 13. The

sulfur isotope enrichment factors obtained in liquid Ar and Kr with an IR laser pumping

frequency of 847 cm"t are shown as a function of a characteristic two-step photodissociation

time, defined by taking 2.?.rR=23,UV=tSIR/UV. No decrease in the enrichment factors occurs for

photodissociation time scales comparable to the time scale for relaxation of the 2u2 vibrational

level (-10 ns) since the 2_,2 level is never significantly populated. Enrichment initially

increases with increasing r_hotodissociation time as vibration-to-vibration (V-,V) relaxation is

allowed to fill the Ju2 level from the laser-pumped _'t level, even as the ut level remains saturated

. b,y the IR laser. Enrichment decreases for longer photodissociation times as both the Ut and u2

levels are vibrationally relaxed to the ground level more rapidly than they are pumped by the

IR laser. In order to obtain optimum enrichment factors, a two-step photodissociation time scale

" of approximately 20-100 ns is necessary.

The effect of IR laser fluence on the isotope enrichment factors is shown in Fig. 14.

19
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Figure 13. Dependence of Sulfur Enrichment on Laser Praise Widths and Delay. FIR=0.15
J/cre2; Fuv=0.2 J/cre 2. Abscissa is 2,YiR=2,Yuv=(SI_UV .
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Figure 14. Dependence of Enrichment on 12 /zrrl Laser Fluence. Fuv=0,2 J/cm2;
2,,/m =2,Yuv=(_rR/uv = 1 ns.

Saturation of a selected isotopic IR absorption band and optimum enrichments are achieved with

IR laser fluences of approximately 0.05-0.15 J/cm 2. Higher fluences disproportionately pump

unselected isotopomers in the wings of their absorption bands. The enrichment of the "middle"
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isotope 33S is particularly sensitive to IR laser fluence because of overlap with the wings of the

325 and 34S absorption bands.

The :'1 vibrational absorption band of OCS falls in the region of the emission lines of the

NH 3 molecular laser. A CO 2 laser-pumped, NH3 laser has been characterized and used in our

laboratory to investigate two-step photodissociation of OCS in the room temperature gas phase. 3

, Using the characteristics of the laboratory NH,3 laser, it is possible to model with reasonably

high confidence the sulfur isotope enrichment factors that could be achieved with existing NH3

and KrF lasers. The intensity profile of the laboratory NH3 laser is described by Eq. (12),

1 t
G. = FIR"Nx. exp

z,_ zd,,,_ (12)

for t _ O

where rdecay=0.8 /,tS. The NH3 laser emission lines particularly relevant to sulfur isotope
separation are the aP(4,2) line at 852.72 cm 1 and the unresolved sP(6,K=I-4) lines at an

average wavenumber of 847.64 cm "1. The laboratory laser produces a fluence of 0.6 J/cre 2 on

the aP(4,2) line and a fluence of 0.9 J/cm 2 spread over the sP(6,K = 1-4) lines in a spot of - 1/2

cm diameter. The UV laser used in the modeling calculations is the stand_d laboratory KrFe

excimer laser described by the expression for Iuv(t ) in Eq. (9) with Fuv=0.24 J/cre 2 and

7uv=4 ns. For these laser characteristics, the enrichments of 33S and 34S are calculated for

two-step photodissociation of OCS in liquid Ar. The enrichment factors are shown in Fig. 15

as a function of the delay between the sharp leading edge of the IR laser pulse and the center

of the UV pulse. Enrichment factors calculated similarly for Kr solutions are - 10% larger at

maximum and are optimized at slightly longer IR/UV delays. The dependence of sulfur

enrichment factors on NH 3 laser fluence is shown in Fig. 16 for an IR/UV delay of 300 ns,

which would be characteristic of the present laser system. The enrichments are optimum at NH3

laser fluences of 0.2-0.4 J/cre 2, roughly equal to the pulse energy of the laboratory laser spread

over a 1 cm diameter spot. For these experimentally realistic laser fluences and delays, the

existing NH 3 and KrF lasers are found to produce sulfur isotope enrichment factors that are

nearly as large as those for the hypothetical., optimized laser sources.

I1
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B, CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS

The rapid vibrational relaxation of OCS by a cryogenic solvent makes it possible to

" maintain a static, non-equilibrium, isotopically enriched population of vibrationally excited OCS

molecules by intense, continuous wave, IR laser radiation. A cw IR laser with an intensity of

. --1 MW/cm 2 tuned to the absorption of a particular isotopomer of OCS will maintain a

constant, large population in the excited vibrational levels of the isotopomer. For small

concentrations of OCS in the cryogenic solvent (- 1 ppm), the rate of vibrational relaxation of

an isotopomer to the ground vibrational level by the solvent is more rapid than the exchange of

vibrational excitation among OCS isotopomers. Thus, vibrational excitation is confined ,.0

primarily to the IR laser-pumped isotopomer. If the sample is simultaneously irradiated with

a cw UV laser, the photodissociation products are enriched in the isotopes comprising the IR

_; laser-pumped isotopomer.

I The fundamental photophysical data obtained for OCS in cryogenic solvents can be used

to computer model the isotope enrichments that would be obtained in a hypothetical, cw laser,1
i enrichment apparatus. The kinetic equations describing the cw system are given by Eq. (7) for

. excitation in the 0--,2u2 vibrational band. The laser intensities Im and Iuv are constant and begini
:_ at t=0. The intensity of the UV laser is taken to be low enough so that the photodissociationii "
;i rate out of any vibrational level of OCS is much slower than the rate at which the IR laser

_ establishes the static, non-equilibrium population of vibrational levels (i.e.,

-_ " IUVaUV,2u2 < < Ku,_,M, or roughly IUV_< 1 MW/cm2). The numerical integration of Eq. (7)

is continued for the t_me necessary to photodissociate a few percent of the selected isotopomer.
- The calculated isotope enrichment factors are therefore analogous to the single-shot enrichments

calculated for a pulsed laser system. The results rnodel a practical apparatus where the UV laser

• intensity and the exposure time of the sample are adjusted to photodissociate only a small

: fraction of the selected OCS isotopomer.

i Isotope enrichment factors for two-step, cw laser photodissociation of OCS in liquid Ar

are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. In Fig. 17 the IR laser source is a line-tuned, ew CO 2 laser that

pumps the 0--,2u2 vibrational band of OCS. The UV laser is a low intensity, 249 nra, cw

source. Enrichment factors are shown as a function of CO2 laser intensity for those laser lines

that enrich 170, 180 and 13C isotopes. Optimum enrichments are found for a cw CO2 laser

intensity of 0.5-1.5 MW/cm 2. Analogous results are shown in Fig. 18 for IR excitation in the

O-*u1 vibrational band of OCS by a hypothetical, tunable 12 tzm laser. Enrichment factors are

. shown for 33S and 34S, using the optimum IR laser frequencies of 853 and 847 cm'1,

respectively. The optimum cw laser intensity is found to be 0.25-0.75 MW/cre 2. The

dependence of the enrichment factors on lR laser intensity is straightforward. The enrichments

peak at an IR laser intensity that is large enough to saturate the lR absorption step on the time
z
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Figure 18. Dependence of Enrichment on CW, 12/_m Laser Intensity.

scale of the slowest vibrational relaxation process (i.e., roughly 1/_s). For higher lR intensities,

little improvement.in the pumping efficiency of the selexztedisotopomer is achieved; however,

unselected isotopomers continue to be pumped in the low intensity wings of their absorption

bands resulting in less isotopic selectivity.

A schematic example of a cw laser enrichment apparatus simulated by the computer



modeling results is shown in Fig. 19. The UV laser intensity, the length of thr irradiation zone,

and the liquid flow speed are chosen to generate photodissociation yields of several percent of

the selected OCS isotopomer. The dimensions of the irradiation zone that are perpendicular to

the flow direction may be scaled to an arbitrary size.

Enriched

I Products

IR Lasei' UV Laser

, ,-,,1 MYJ/om2 _ ,.,,1 W/emC

" l crrl

I OCS in Liquid Ar
~ I ppm
flow ,,,I cm/see

- Figure 19. Schematic CW Laser Enrichment Apparatus.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The computer modeling calculations define optimum laser characteristics for enriching

isotopes by two-step, laser photodissociation of OCS in rare gas liquid solutions. The model

calculations are based onexperimentally measured optical and kinetic parameters. The only

' significant parameter thatmust be estimated is the rate of vibrational relaxation of the OCS(2_,2)

vibrational level, which is extrapolated ft'ore room temperature, gas phase measurements.

Two-step photodissociation through the OCS(2v2) intermediate vibrational level with

pulsed _lasers is found to produce optimum enrichment factors of 9-14 for 170, 180, and 13C

i isotopes. Optimum enrichments require a line-tuned, CO2 laser that produces a fluence of
[ 0.2-0.6 J/cre 2 (e.g., a pulse energy of 0.2.-0,6 Joules collimated to a lcre 2 irradiated area). The

i optimum pulse half-width and maximum jitter in pulse timing are in the range of 1-10 ns, The

i temporal requirements on the laser pulses are determined primarily by the 2v2 vibrational level

,i relaxation time. The CO 2 laser requirements are only slightly beyond those of commercially

i available systems and are within the reach of specially designed oscillator/amplifier systems.,1

The characteristics of the optimum KrF laser source are a fluence of several tenths of a Joule

per cm2 and a pulse half-width of 1-10 ns with comparable timing jitter. The UV pulse is

. delayed from the IR pulse by approximately the sum of the IR and UV pulse half-widths. The

characteristics of the optimum KrF laser are available in commercial excimer lasers.

, Enrichments measured in recent laboratory experiments have been limited by CO 2 laser pulse

duration and jitter to approximately a factor of 3 less than optimum.
I

Pulsed, IR/UV photodissociation through the OCS(vl) intermediate vibrational level is

_ found to produce optimum enrichment factors of 5-6 for 33S and 34S isotopes. The optimum IR

laser source is a tunable 12 /zm laser, producing a fluence of 0.05-0.15 J/cm 2 with a pulse

half-width of 20-100 ns. The optimum temporal characteristics of the lasers are determined

primarily by the vibrational relaxation times of the v_ and v) vibrational levels. The optimum

KrF excimer laser is essentially the same as for photodissociation through the 2v2 level, although

the requirement on pulse half-width may be relaxed to 20-100 ns. The totally optimized 12 k_m

laser source is hypothetical and not yet commercially available; however, nearly optimum

enrichment factors can be achievezt using a real, NH3 molecular laser as the IR source. The

approximate characteristics of the NH3 laser are a fluence of 0.2-0.4 J/cm 2 on the aP(4,2)

emission line, or spread over the sP(6,K= 1-4) emission lines, and a pulse full-width of -- 1/2

_s,

Enrichment factors have been modeled in liquid Ar, Kr, and Xe. The optimum

enrichments found in liquid Kr and Xe are not significantly different from those found in the

. more practical liquid Ar solvent. Slower vibrational relaxation times in liquid Kr and Xe allow

optimum laser pulse widths and delays to be slightly longer; however, the wider vibrational
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absorption bandwidths lead to slightly smaller optimum enrichment factors, For a real isotope

enrichment apparatus, an inexpensive solvent such as liquid nitrogen is most practical. No

fundamental optical, or kinetic, data are available for modeling enrichments in liquid nitrogen.
,t

lt is likely that vibrational absorption bandwidths in liquid nitrogen are not much different from

those in liquid Ar, Extrapolating from sparse, room temperature data for the vibrational

relaxation of OCS by Ar and N2 (and the similar molecule CO),7"1°it seems likely that OCS

vibrational relaxation times in liquid N2 are roughly a factor of 3-10 faster than in liquid At.

Thus, optimum enrichments in liquid N2 may be similar to those in the liquid rare gases;

however, the optimum laser pulse widths and IR/UV delays would probably be a factor of 3-10
shorter,

The optimum isotope enrichment factors modeled for continuous wave laser

photodissociation of OCS in cryogenic liquids are smaller than those found for pulsed lasers.

The power requirement for the CO2, or 12 _m, lR laser source is on the order of 1 MW/era2.

The extremely high power requirement and the photon inefficiency of maintaining a

non-equilibrium vibrational population distribution for times that are long compared to

vibrational relaxation times are unattractive features of the cw enrichment scheme. In principle,

photon efficiency could be improved by increasing the cw UV laser intensity to the megawatt
level and reducing sample exposure times to microseconds; however, these modifications do not

seem practical. Although a continuous flow enrichment system may be generally desirable for

simplicity of operation and high throughput, it is not a good system for isotopically selective,

two-step photodissociation of OCS. Higher enrichments mid higher photon efficiencies are

achieved with pulsed laser sources,
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